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"This is not your average Internet marketing book...this is like an explosion that will cause your mind to

reel with ecstasy over the ideas revealed...the master is at it again!" Bryan Kumar, ProDesk.com

"Unleash The "Tycoon Mindset" And Create Businesses Overnight That Rake In The Cash Instantly,

Even If You're Kicking Back On Your Favorite Beach" "Hard Core Tactics And Strategies To Unleash The

Real Money-Making Power Of The Internet" Dear Friend, If you want to create a massive cash flow for

yourself or your business, this is going to be the most important letter you'll ever read! Here's why: This

letter is about the book, "How To Become A Global Internet Tycoon", the only book on the Internet that

shows you in quick and easy steps how to set up instant businesses that can cause a cash flow coming

to you that's beyond your wildest dreams! These tactics and strategies can be put to use even if you're

sitting on a beach in the middle of nowhere. As long as there is a way for you to connect to the net, you

can create multiple cash producing sites one after the other. Internet Profits Are Exploding!! My name is

Allen Says and I've been making a killing on the Internet for over 7 years and it's really only due to a few

simple concepts. I've laid those simple concepts down in my new book, and, once you "get it", nothing

can stop you from doing exactly what I've done. You may actually even be better at it than me. I'm not

nearly as active as I should be yet I've still managed to make more per day than most make in 6 months.

What I tell you is not like the huge $200 courses that do nothing but bog you down and add to your

confusion. You can take the ideas and plans I reveal and put them into action immediately. You could be

putting these ideas to use within minutes of reading "How To Become A Global Internet Tycoon". Here's

just some of the cash creating concepts you'll discover... The secret "Mindset" you must have to acquire

the power to make millions of dollars, on the Internet or anywhere else. This is the one truth you'll never

hear about from the "gurus". The incredible story that reveals the one true secret to all powerful

marketing. Learn this one truth and never worry about money again. The ultimate seductive strategy for

getting "inside" a person's mind, and how to use it to sell almost anything on earth. The ultimate "hidden

selling" tactic. A simple domain and "one page site" system that can turn you into a super affiliate in as

many different programs as you want to profit from. Not one in 50,000 affiliates understand or use this
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incredibly powerful method. The Automatic Money Strategy --- use this method to create two products out

of one, double your profits and cause others to promote you worldwide automatically. One of the Tycoon's

most effective tactics for wealth building. An "incredibly obvious" but almost unknown way to sell 100,000

ebooks a year on autopilot. I can count the people who have discovered the power of this method on one

hand. What "certain type" of words in your ads and headlines can get you clicked on over all your

competitors. (Your competitors won't understand what happened and won't be able to figure it out either.)

A simple "hot report" concept that can turn into a $5,000, $10,000 or $20,000 windfall every time you click

the send button to mail your list. Your clients will "want" your sales letters. How a common bad trait in

virtually everyone on earth can make you incredibly wealthy. Make your product take advantage of this

trait and you've got it made. How to use your prospects own mind to "sell himself" on your product!

(Incredibly powerful strategy used by the "real" masters of selling, forget about "hypnotizing" your

prospect and set him "on fire" instead.) How to cut out "testing time" and go for the gold immediately. I've

included a bonus with your order that will turn you into an ace copywriter in minutes instead of years. A

nasty little secret to "cross-link & multiply" your way to wealth. (only used by the bravest, or possibly

craziest, Internet marketers) The killer concept that has allowed me to pull in hundreds of thousands of

dollars from the Internet over the last 7 years. This one Tycoon tool will hold you up even when you make

the dumbest of mistakes. It's that powerful, in fact, if you don't use this strategy in everything you do you

might as well forget about making money on the Internet. Use it and you can make money with anything.

Are you trying to sell a package of ebooks right now? If so, discover the one mistake you are probably

making that's holding you back from making the real money. Fix this and you'll turn that "package" into

mini empire. How to use other peoples resources to gain power, recognition and wealth. (Or, how to go

from unknown to known worldwide overnight.) The Hero Strategy --- How to create wealth out of nothing

but a domain and few spare minutes a day. Operate this while sitting on the beach and make more per

month than 99 of the population make in six. Simple strategy to get the maximum number of people to

see your offer. At the same time, this technique makes web site owners 100 times more likely to promote

"your" offer. What does "Boy Eats Own Head" and The National Enquirer have to do with you making

money? (The answer to this will determine exactly how much money you will be able to make.) How to

control a "multi-million dollar empire" without investing one cent in products. How others are taking

advantage of the incredible power the Internet gives us. (Literally be at the head of a business with



multi-million dollar potential in just days) A list of my personally tested words that turn your ads into

magnetic powerhouses that people "will" read. Certain words have a deep emotional impact that captures

the total attention of everyone that reads them. The most vital part of any sales letter, mess this up and

your letter or site is dead in the water. Get it right and you could screw up everything else and still make a

fortune. The secret of writing with power and impact I learned from old success books that can "turn

people on" in more ways than one. (Master this and you'll never have to worry about money again.) 4

unique examples of people making it big on the Internet with unusual products and strategies. You're sure

to get an idea or two out of these. How to create hot products one after another. Where to dig up products

others never think of looking and get the rights to market them on the Internet. How to put together the

"only" kind of web sites that pulls in the sales. (This also happens to be the easiest and quickest kind of

site to create.) How to kick off any new business on the Internet and get it on autopilot immediately. A

simple type of site you can put up in just a few hours and what to add to it that can create a constant

stream of checks for you. This can be done with an unlimited number of subjects covering every interest

in the world. The strange but true secret of getting people to take action immediately. Something you can

"give" your reader in your sales letter that will instantly make them feel confident about doing business

with you. Why you never have to create a product if you don't want to. A simple strategy to create an

empire out of products and services you never see or touch. Why you don't need credibility to make

money. A unique way to get around the credibility problem and use other peoples credibility to rake in the

cash. And that's just some of it, "How To Become A Global Internet Tycoon" is a book that never really

ends. I will be adding new ideas, plans and discoveries to it as I get them. Part of the book accesses the

Internet and each time you open it you'll have access to new information not found anywhere else on the

Internet. 3 Incredible Bonuses! These 3 bonuses below are yours for ordering "How To Become A Global

Internet Tycoon" today. It's impossible to place a value on two of these bonuses below. Thousands of

people have paid $49.95 to get them and that was still far too cheap for what's in them. Bonus #1: Access

To The Famous Internet Marketing Warriors Some examples of the books inside the Warrior site that you

can download immediately are.... Classified Magic...82 Pages, E-Book Secrets...468 Pages, Maximum

Profits In Minimum Time...104 Pages, The Master Key System...98 Pages, Electronic Publishing

2001...213 Pages, Magnetic Sales Letters...281 Pages, eBay Secrets...154 Pages, Digital Selling

Power...203 Pages, 63 Killer Marketing Strategies...117 Pages...Methods of Marketing Masters Seminar



Transcripts... Over 600 Pages, The ePublishers Resource Book...283 Pages, The Magic Story...Two

parts, Seven Steps To Freedom...172 Pages, Magic Floppy...23 Pages...and thousands more books,

articles and reports. Bonus #2: A Complete Site Filled With "Your" Affiliate Links To The Hottest Money

Making Programs On The Internet Stone Evans company will immediately set you up with a site on your

own domain free of charge. As you can see from the image, this is no cheap looking site. Fill out a simple

form and click one button and within a few hours your new site will be live on the Internet ready to start

making money. The top image will be customized with your own domain name and all links will have your

affiliates ID#'s in them. This is a super quick way to get some checks coming in now. Bonus #3: Access

To The Warrior Forum One Of The First Secrets To Making Money Online Is Making The Right

Contacts... The Warrior Forum will allow you to... Make Partnerships... Discover New, Incredible Ideas...

Get Help On ANY Subject... Ask For Site Reviews... Do Joint Ventures... Get New Resources In

Minutes... Make Special Offers To Members Only... Get Immediate Solutions To Problems... And much

much more...The Warrior Forum has been the secret weapon of many of the "gurus" you read about

today. Are You Ready To Live The Ultimate Lifestyle? I call it the "Tycoon Lifestyle", and it's just as

possible for you as it has been for me. Really, it can be even easier for you, the Warrior Forum is a group

of people who can help you with anything you need, you're never left alone and in the dark and your

every question can be and will be answered by people who have been there and done it already. It's hard

to place a value on that. In all seriousness I should be selling access to the Warrior Forum alone for over

$200 a year. It would be worth every single dime of it, as thousands of members have already testified to.

Creating profit out of thin air, putting up sites in a single night that pull down streams of cash for years is

my passion, and I'd like to show you the simple ideas and strategies I've discovered that make it simple to

do. I'm selling "How To Become A Global Internet Tycoon" and the bonuses that go with it for only $7.00.

That is, quite literally, a steal like you will never find anywhere else. The books in the Warrior site alone

are worth hundreds, and I haven't even mentioned the scripts in the site that are yours as well. So order

right now and start creating your own empire today!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Sincerely, Allen Says P.S. You have

absolutely no risk in taking advantage of this one of a kind offer today. I can guarantee you'll be jumping

with excitement over what you actually get. If not, shoot me an email and I'll refund 100 of your payment



with no questions asked. Order with confidence now!
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